Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and their low-frequency counterpart spoof SPPs have attracted intensive interests in sciences [1, 2] , due to their unprecedented capabilities to confine electromagnetic (EM) fields at deep-subwavelength scale, leading to many applications such as super-resolution imaging [3] , plasmonic lasers [4], surfaced-enhanced Raman effect [5] , plasmonic waveguides [6, 7] or circuits [8] , etc. In practice, scatterings of SPPs to propagating waves (PWs) are inevitable as SPPs encounter discontinuities (say, interfaces between two different plasmonic systems). Such scatterings can lead to undesired radiation losses which should be avoided, especially in those applications employing SPPs as information carriers (say, plasmonic waveguides and nano-circuits [6] [7] [8] ). Meanwhile, SPP-PW scatterings can also be utilized to achieve certain desired functionalities. For example, one can purposely place a set of carefully designed scatters on a plasmonic surface to scatter SPPs, generating fascinating effects such as holograms, focusing, or even directional radiations [9, 10] . However, theoretical understandings on the inherent physics governing SPP-PW scatterings are far from satisfactory. Without a simple picture on such processes, people usually have to rely on full-wave simulations to optimize the devices to either suppress or utilize the SPP-PW scatterings. Although several theoretical approaches were proposed to study the SPP transmission/ reflection behaviors at certain plasmonic interfaces [11, 12] , the SPP-PW scatterings are usually overlooked. Moreover, since PWs have infinite channels to transport in free space, it is difficult to derive an analytical formula to describe such SPP-PW processes.
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In this work, we derive a simple but intuitive analytic model to describe the SPP-PW scatterings at plasmonic discontinuities in certain scenarios. Via thoroughly analyzing the SPP-PW scatterings at the interface between two three-dimensional (3D) plasmonic metals with distinct properties, we find that while the re-emissions to PWs from the SPP fields with vertical polarization suffer from strong screenings by the plasmonic materials, those contributed by SPP fields with tangential polarization do not. Such observations motive us to propose a charge-density-wave (CDW) model to analytically study the SPP-PW scatterings at the discontinuity of 2D plasmonic systems only supporting tangentiallypolarized SPPs. Our analytical model is not only justified by full wave simulations in ideal model systems, but has also been used to predict how to efficiently manipulate the SPP-PW processes in 2D plasmonic junctions, which may find useful applications in practice (e.g., in near-field microscopy and imaging, plasmonic circuits, holography, etc.).
We start from studying a model system schematically depicted in Fig. 1 , which is a plasmonic junction connecting two semiinfinite 3D plasmonic metals (with permittivity given by e 1 and e 2 , respectively) at x ¼ 0. Assume that an SPP beam with unitary amplitude propagates along the x direction and strikes at such plasmonic interface. In addition to the reflected and transmitted SPP beams (with coefficients r SPP and t SPP , and wave-vectors k I SPP ; k II SPP , respectively) flowing on the xy surface, there must also be scattered PWs in the free space ( Fig. 1) , which is the key issue to be addressed here. To investigate the SPP-PW scatterings, we first employ finiteelement-method (FEM) simulations to study the model depicted in Fig. 1 , with e 1 ¼ À1:12 fixed but with e 2 changed continuously. As an example, we depict in Fig. 2b beam strikes at the interface located at x ¼ 0, transmission and reflection of SPP can happen, which have been thoroughly studied in previous literature [13] . Moreover, we also find considerable scatterings to the far-field PW channels (see Fig. 2b, c) . To illustrate the key features of such scatterings, we plot in the inset of Fig. 2b the calculated scattering angular distribution, with u p ¼ 25:1 and Du ¼ 71:1 denoting the peak radiation angle and the bandwidth of the radiation pattern, respectively. Changing e 2 to -1.8, we find that the scattered field becomes weaker since the difference between two plasmonic metals gets smaller (Fig. 2c) . More importantly, the radiation peak angle changes accordingly. To get a comprehensive picture on such SPP-PW scatterings, we plot in Fig. 2a the field intensity of the scattered field versus u and e 2 , showing that the scattering pattern can indeed be continuously tuned by varying e 2 . Obviously, these interesting SPP-PW scattering properties are closely related to the wave-vectors of SPP modes in two metals, dictated by e 1 and e 2 , respectively.
We now try to establish an analytical model to quantitatively describe such SPP-PW processes. We note that the far-field scatterings are ultimately caused by oscillating currents (serving as the secondary radiation sources) generated in the plasmonic system, which can be computed through j
However, the local electric fields E ! local ð r ! Þ, including not only the incident SPP fields but also the scattered fields to both SPP channels (the reflection and transmission of SPP) and PW channels, are difficult to know before we have solved the whole problem self-consistently. In the lowest order approximation, we neglect the PW contributions to the local fields, and thus we assume that E ! local ð r ! Þ only contains contributions from the SPP fields. Therefore, current in metal I is a sum of those fields associated with the incident SPP and the reflected SPP (
, while that in metal II is solely determined by the transmitted SPP ( j ! ¼ j ! t ). Noting that SPP field decays quickly to zero as leaving the surface, we can further approximate each of such bulk current as a surface current sheet with a form of J ! ð r ! ; tÞ ¼ J ! e ik SPP x e Àiwt dðzÞ where
Þ represents a surface SPP source current [14] . The amplitude of such surface current is related to that of the bulk cur-
denotes the SPP decay rate in metal. The final current source in such a model system can thus be written as:
! t and J ! r are the strengths of the surface SPP sources generated by the incident, transmitted and reflected SPP beams, respectively. We now analytically study the radiations of the current source given in Eq. (1), starting from examining one component of Eq. (1), i.e., a semiinfinite surface SPP source,
It is well accepted that an infinite-long ideal surface SPP source J ! in e ik SPP x dðzÞ cannot radiate to the free space, since the interferences of radiations from different parts of the source will form a beam with tangential wave-vector k x ¼ k SPP > k 0 , sharing the same physics as that in the Cherenkov radiation [15] . However, such an argument does not hold for a truncated surface SPP source for which the interferences are not complete to form an evanescent wave, especially at the vicinity of x ¼ 0, where no SPP source currents are available in the x > 0 region. Therefore, strong radiations must happen at the vicinity of x ¼ 0, due to such incomplete interferences. We now analytically derive the radiation field of the semi-infinite surface SPP source (Eq. (2)). The field radiated from any current source can be analytically calculated by [14] 
where G $ ð r ! ; r ! 0 ; xÞ is the dyadic Green's function in frequency domain. Put Eqs. (2) into (3), we can obtain the scattered field 
where the two terms inside the bracket are contributed by the xand z-polarized surface currents, respectively. Eq. (4) tells us all information of the scattering patterns. Considering the radiation contributed by the x-polarized surface current, we can straightforwardly derive (from the first term in the bracket of Eq. (4)) the following expressions to describe the peak angle and the bandwidth of the radiation:
Eq. (5) reveals that the key properties of the radiations are dictated by the ratio k SPP =k 0 . As k SPP increases from k 0 to 1, u peak changes from 0 to 90 , indicating that scatterings turn to the direction more perpendicular to the xy-plane. Inversion symmetry tells us that if the SPP travels along -x direction, u peak must change from 180 to 90 as jk SPP j increases. Meanwhile, the bandwidth of the radiation peak 4u also monotonically increases with increasing jk SPP j. Such a tendency can be clearly seen by checking two extreme cases in Eq. (5): 4u turns to 0 as k SPP decreases to k 0 but reaches 2p=3 as k SPP approaches 1. Similarly, for the radiation contributed by the z-polarized surface current (the second term in the bracket of Eq. (4)), we find that
An important difference between Eqs. (6) and (5) is that the radiation peak is always at the angle 0 , dictated by the vertical polarization of the source. Meanwhile, 4u exhibits a similar behavior as that in the x-polarized case.
With the radiation properties of a single semi-finite SPP source current fully understood, we now use our model to study the SPP-PW scatterings in the plasmonic junction. Obviously, the radiation fields are now contributed by three semi-infinite SPP surface currents generated by the incident, reflected and transmitted SPPs, respectively. Therefore, the total radiation field is given by (see Supplementary Section 2):
u .
We take a particular plasmonic junction system (see Fig. 1a ) to benchmark our theory, which contains two plasmonic metals with their permittivities given by
. Without losing generality, we assume that the working frequency is x ¼ x p =3, and thus the wave-vectors of SPPs at two plasmonic metals are k I SPP ¼ 1:06k 0 and k II SPP ¼ 1:41k 0 , respectively. Assuming that an SPP beam is launched on metal I and strikes at the interface, we can easily employ the singlemode approximation following the theory developed in Ref. [13] to obtain t SPP and r SPP , which connect the z-polarized of incident SPP electric field with those of transmitted and reflected ones at the (x = 0, z = 0) position. With t SPP and r SPP known, we can analytically derive J x t and J x r as (see more details and their z-components in Supplementary Section 2)
With all parameters known, we put J ! t and J ! r into Eq. (7) to calculate the angular distributions of radiated power flow, normalized against that power flow carried by the incident SPP wave, and depicted the results as the blue dashed line in Fig. 3a .
We next employ FEM simulations to benchmark our analytical theory. Fig. 3a compares the radiation patterns calculated by our theory (blue dashed line) and FEM simulations (red solid line). Significant differences are found between these two results, especially in the small-angle region. To see more clearly the origins of such discrepancies, we use FEM simulations to separately compute radiations patterns caused by total x-and z-polarized currents, and then compare them with those calculated by the analytical theory in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. Distinct behaviors are noted in two different cases. Whereas our theory can reasonably predict the general behaviors of the SPP-PW scatterings contributed by the x-polarized current (Fig. 3b) , it completely fails for the case of zpolarized current, as shown in Fig. 3c . Such distinct results motivate us to re-examine the validities of our initial assumption, that is, the current source is solely determined by the SPP field. Fig. 3d and e schematically depict the radiation properties of an array of xpolarized and z-polarized SPP dipole sources, respectively. In the former case, re-emissions of SPP fields to the in-plane directions (i.e., u ¼ 0 ; 180 ) are essentially zero so that their contributions to the local-field corrections inside the metals are also negligible. However, in the latter case, the re-emissions from SPP sources to the in-plane directions can significantly alter the ''local" fields inside the media, making our initial assumption invalid. Such pronounced self-screening effects well explained why the developed model fails to quantitatively describe the SPP-PW scatterings contributed by the z-polarized SPP currents. Certain discrepancies still exist between our theory and full-wave simulations even for the case of x-polarized source (see Fig. 3b ). We find that they are not caused by the applications of single-mode approximation, but rather due to another approximation adopted here, i.e., neglecting the emissions from the near-fields generated at the plasmonic discontinuity (see Supplementary Section 3). The above discussions revealed that our analytical model is particularly suitable to study the SPP-PW scatterings in those systems where the induced current only has a tangential polarization. Obviously, 2D materials (e.g., graphene and 2D electron gas) and highly anisotropic systems (e.g., hyperbolic metamaterials) satisfy this requirement, since they typically do not exhibit z-polarized responses. In what follows, we will employ our theory to study the SPP-PW scatterings at plasmonic junctions involving these systems.
We first study an ideal system consisting of a truncated 2D system, as shown in Fig. 4a . In this case, the transmitted SPP source current J x t equals to 0, and thus we only need to obtain the reflected SPP current J x r , and then use Eq. (7) (setting the z-polarized currents zero) to study the SPP-PW scattering properties in such a system. Specifically, we first analyze the SPP dispersions of an ideal system without boundary. Assuming that the surface conductivity of the system under study is given by rðxÞ ¼
, where
5 m=s is the Fermi velocity, n ¼ 5 Â 10 11 cm À2 is the electron density and C ¼ 0 THz is the damping rate (we neglect the losses at the moment), we use 16] to compute the dispersion of SPP in such system, and depict the results in Fig. 4d . We now choose two frequencies, 0.12 and 0.74 THz, to study the SPP-PW scattering patterns at the truncated system, through both FEM simulations and our analytical theory.
As shown in Fig. 4g , in both cases our theoretical predictions are in quantitative agreement with the corresponding FEM simulations, thanks to the absence of the z-polarized source current. Moreover, we find that the scattering patterns at two frequencies are quite different. At 0.12 THz where k SPP is only 1:1k 0 , we find that both the peak radiation angle and bandwidth are relatively small (26:3 and 59:3 , respectively). Meanwhile, at 0.74 THz, both the peak radiation angle and the bandwidth obviously increase (78:5 and 92:2 , respectively), simply because now k SPP ¼ 3k 0 becomes much larger. These behaviors are consistent with our theory (see Eq. (5)). Our theory can also be employed to study the SPP-PW scatterings in realistic 2D plasmonic systems. As shown in Fig. 4b , we first study the scatterings of SPPs to PWs at the boundary of a semi-infinite graphene with v f ¼ 9 Â 10 5 m=s, C ¼ 0:51f 0 , n ¼ 9:04 Â 10 11 cm À2 [17] . From Fig. 4e where the dispersion of SPP is depicted, we find that while Reðk SPP Þ is much larger than k 0 in most cases, Imðk SPP Þ is also considerable and cannot be neglected. Following similar computational strategy, we adopted our theory to study the SPP scatterings in such system at two frequencies (5.8 and 7.8 THz). Again, the analytical results agree well with simulations (see Fig. 4h) . A unique feature of such scatterings is that the peak radiation angle is always around u ¼ 90 , since in graphene we always have Reðk SPP Þ >> k 0 , thanks to the extraordinary subwavelength field confinement capability of graphene [16] .
Finally, we employ our theory to study the SPP-PW scatterings in a 2D meta-plasmonic system, which is a semi-infinite metallic mesh (with lattice constant a), as depicted in Fig. 4c . At the wavelength regime satisfying k >> a, such a system can be regarded as a 2D plasmonic medium supporting spoof SPPs at microwave frequencies. In particular, such a system does not exhibit perpendicular susceptibility, which is precisely the desired medium for which our theory is applicable. Fig. 4f shows the dispersion relation of spoof SPP on the system (with infinite size), calculated by FEM simulations. Again, we choose two arbitrary frequencies (8.50 and 19.1 GHz) to study the SPP-PW scattering properties on such a system, with both FEM simulations and our theory. Fig. 4i compares the results obtained by two approaches. We find that our theory has indeed captured the essential features of the SPP-PW scatterings in such systems. Moreover, we note that in such a system the peak angles and bandwidths of the SPP-PW scatterings are always significantly smaller than those in graphene case, simply because here the SPP wave-vectors are not very large. ) at an arbitrary frequency x ¼ xp=3, computed via full wave simulations (red line, with all source currents considered) and our theoretical model (blue dashed line, with only SPP source current considered). In (a), both x and z polarized source currents are considered. In (b, c), the contributions of x and z polarized source current are individually discussed. (d, e) Schematics of radiations of x and z polarized source currents in the plasmonic junction system, with a strong self-screening effect existing in z polarization case (e).
In summary, via analyzing the SPP-PW scatterings at 3D plasmonic junctions, we find that the re-emissions to free-space PWs of SPP currents with tangential polarization does not suffer from significant self-screening effect but the same is not true for another polarization. Such a unique feature stimulates us to establish a simple analytical model to study the complicated SPP-PW scatterings in junctions involving plasmonic materials with tangential responses only. Our theory is well justified in various realistic plasmonic junctions involving 2D materials (graphene) and metaplasmonic system, where the peak angles and angular bandwidths of SPP-PW scatterings are found to strongly depend on the wavevectors of the (spoof) SPPs supported by the 2D plasmonic systems. Our work provides a simple way to understand and control the scatterings of SPPs to the free space, which are important in many SPP related applications.
